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Abstract
Nowadays in the automotive Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) most of the
innovation development is done by the Research and Development (R&D) teams driven
by corporate strategies, marketing understanding of customer's needs, brand aspirations,
regulatory requirements, and advance engineering requirements to surpass competitors
and gain market share and profit. The literature explained that innovation comes from
several sources and different methods such as design thinking approach in the
organization, user-centered innovation, adapting available technology from other
industries, open source generation, and clear understanding of key internal and external
stakeholders' wants, needs, and interests.
In this thesis, I explain the innovation process and the different types of Product
Development (PD) organizations, develop historical and qualitative distinctions of
innovations done in the automotive industry from multiple input sources, and create an
automotive OEM system by using systems architecture principles which helped me to
analyze the critical stakeholders that are required to encourage and support the innovation
process. Based on the literature and my experience I create a new model for integrating
the innovation process and product development process by using a systems engineering
approach.
In addition, I survey Ford of Mexico (FoM) PD organization to understand how
innovative the organization is, and integrate the innovation process into their product
development organization, applying this new framework focusing on the elements that
the organization can evolve to generate innovation within their design and development
activities, and to improve technical capabilities to work on advance engineering concepts
usually done by the corporate office in the United States (U.S). Finally, I suggest key
actions that could strengthen the innovation culture within Ford of Mexico PD.
Thesis Supervisor: Steven D. Eppinger
Title: Professor of Management Science and Innovation
Co-Director, MIT System Design and Management Program
MIT Sloan School of Management
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Chapter 1 I Introduction
"I'm always ready to learn, though I don't always like being taught"
Sir Winston Churchill

Product Development (PD) organizations in the automotive industry are looking to build better
products to pursue profitable growth, efficient and effective massive production operations
within a complex global system comprised of many interfacing sub-systems and components.
Many Research and Development (R&D) centers have to identify technology opportunities and
manage the risks driven by historical data to innovate on products, processes and services. Senior
executives want their companies to be more innovative but traditionally within management, the
bigger the technology change, the higher the development risk.
Today, the word "Innovation" is used at all levels in PD organizations; many executives are
encouraging their employees to "innovate" to stay competitive in the business. However, it is not
clear how innovation could be encouraged and developed in Product Development Organizations
with narrow research and development capabilities and novice technical expertise?
Previous studies have realized that R&D centers are key players in the innovation process by
discovery, transforming and developing opportunities into product innovation. However, the
literature has firmly established that innovation comes from several influences such as innovative
thinking in the organizations, involvement of the customers on product design and development
phases, company strategies to adapt available technology to different product attributes, and
understanding key internal and external stakeholders' needs, benefits, and interests.
This thesis focuses on creating an innovation process within Ford of Mexico Product
Development organization by using a systems engineering approach and understanding multiple
sources to create innovation. Using this approach, a new Product Development organization is
presented and applied to discover and develop innovation; many actions are also recommended
to strengthen the innovation culture.

___________________________________
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1.1 I Motivation
Since I had worked in Product Development for almost ten years at Ford of Mexico (FoM)
designing vehicle concepts, developing sub-system components, integrating vehicle systems,
testing parts and launching vehicles in global teams, I had encountered many challenges to
manage new ideas, new product concepts within the product development process in the
automotive industry. The theories and different approaches such as system thinking and design
thinking gave me a clear idea how to navigate through the innovation process and a much better
vision of where some of the disconnects are between innovation and a systematic product
development process, from strategy and planning to the vehicle sub-system's development phase
where the new technology usually evolves.
The opportunity to study at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) pursuing my degree for
a Master of Engineering and Management in the System Design and Management (SDM)
program has given me exceptional opportunities to broaden my skills and vision through a wide
variety of courses which focused on system thinking, technology strategy, risk and decision
analysis and product development systems. I was also a cross-registrant student at Harvard
Business School (HBS) where I took courses-on design thinking and innovation that helped me
to understand additional methods and techniques to ideally innovate in the automotive industry
in a wide variety of applications. The projects and assignments I worked on helped me to learn
how the Product Development organizations could encourage, develop, deliver and drive
innovation efficiently and effectively.
I want to understand the opportunities within Ford of Mexico's PD organization to incorporate
the innovation process in their core activities and the challenges to strengthen the innovation
culture. Specifically, I have the following questions:

>

How to create and integrate an effective innovation process into Ford of Mexico's
Product Development process?

>

What are the innovation elements that Ford of Mexico's Product Development
process can include to generate product innovation?

>

Which are the organizational actions that Ford of Mexico's Product Development
organization has to set up to integrate an innovation process in order to gain
competitive advantage?

1.2 I Thesis Objective and Hypothesis
As mentioned in section 1.1, the motivation for this thesis comes from personal insights,
professional experience within product development and knowledge acquired from the SDM
program.
The objective for this thesis is:

>

To incorporate the innovation process in FoM product development organization by
using the systems engineering approach to gain competitive advantage among Ford's
satellite engineeringcenters.

The following premises have been developed to support and guide the discussion in the thesis.
i. Innovation process can be integrated in the systematic FoM Product Development
Process to speed the pace ofproduct innovation.
ii. Strengthening the innovation culture in FoM Product Development organization can
improve technical capabilities, and enhance the organization to work on advance
engineeringprojects.

1.3 I Research Methods.
The methodology of this thesis is to demonstrate the premises mentioned previously in section
1.3, To accomplish this, I research the theory of innovation, different types of Product
Development organizations and their key activities; and I explore multiple sources for innovation
and highlight the importance when combined to embrace innovation in the automotive industry. I
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combine systems engineering (SE) principles and observations from interviews made to integrate
a more holistic view of the innovation process into FoM's Product Development organization,
then apply system architecture principles to create the automotive industry system and to analyze
the stakeholders' needs and benefits to gain a better understanding of the interests that exist
among the critical stakeholders to support the innovation process. After that, I perform a survey
within Ford of Mexico organization to understand how innovative the organization is and to
identify the strengths and weaknesses to encourage and develop innovation. Finally, I propose
organizational actions to manage innovation in Ford of Mexico, where the integrated innovation
process can be exploited and the innovation culture could be strengthened. Figure 1-1.

* Managing Technology
Theories
* Multiple Innovation Sources
* Product Development
Literature
* Academic Interviews
* Ford of Mexico Surveys

I nfor(m at i on

To adopt the innovation
process within Ford of Mexico
Product Development
organization
* Strengthen the Innovation
Culture in Ford of Mexico
*

* Innovation - Detailed Review -

- Product Development and
Systems Engineering Overview
* Systems Architecture
Approach
Monaging Innovtion Apltion in Ford 0f Mxico

organization.

Outputs

iL Sou rces

Figure 1-11 Thesis Research approach

1.4 I Thesis structure
As a reference, below is the outline of each chapter developed in this thesis. The structure of the
chapters has been selected to provide a logical progression through the innovation and product
development processes to achieve the goal of this thesis, which is to adapt the innovation process
within Ford of Mexico Product Development organization.
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Chapter 2 IProduct Innovation
Intentionally limiting the research to the automotive industry, I provide a brief summary on the
types of innovation, and then review the innovation process and multiple sources that generated
innovation along the history of automobile innovation. Finally, I cover the innovation pillars for
success.

Chapter 3 IProduct Development
A general overview of product development is conducted going from the general to particular,
reviewing different product development processes and using systems engineering to clearly
understand all the elements that are involved in the process and in Product Development
organizations.

Chapter 4 1Innovation in the Automotive OEM System
I review the principal internal and external stakeholders to develop the Automotive Industry
System Architecture, then provide a matrix showing the stakeholders' interests to support the
innovation process in the industry.

Chapter 5 I Application: Managing Innovation in Ford of Mexico
I combine systems engineering principles, product development theory and observations from
the surveys and interviews made to develop and integrate the innovation process into FoM PD
organization I hope this could encourage and develop innovative ideas from multiple sources to
gain technical expertise in the organization and eventually gain responsibilities to work on
advance engineering projects.

Chapter 6 I Conclusions and Recommendations
In this final chapter I conclude with some of the key actions that Ford of Mexico needs to
address to adopt an innovation process within their core product development capabilities, and I
make recommendations to strengthen the innovation culture. I also identify other potential areas
for follow-up work.

________________________________

____________________
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Chapter 2 I Product Innovation

"innovation itself cannot be predicted, but the innovationprocess can be managed"
Thomas J.Allen.
This chapter builds a basic understanding of the components of innovation to set a framework for
some of the issues we will encounter in the innovation process. I provide an overview of the
fundamental theories in innovation, then I remark on the innovation journey in the automotive
industry from Ford's Model T to the latest Ford Plug-in Hybrid vehicle, and finally I present
emerging innovation trends that are causing intensified competition among the automakers.

Companies are continually creating new products. From a practical business perspective; there
are two ways to look at product innovation: it must create novelty, and it must have value.
Meanwhile, Innovation must be produced at a cost that the buyer is willing to pay, and it must
allow the producer to cover the cost and generate a sufficient profit (Thomke, 2013).

2.1 I Definition of Innovation

The word "innovation" is trendy and novel. Everyone uses it, and it has become the magic
solution to all our social and economic problems. A lot of studies have been done to define
innovation, and a lot has been written and talked about it, yet the definition is not clear and
sometimes the concept of innovation is misused, overused and misconceived (Rao and Chuan,
2013).

Many decades ago, Joseph Schumpeter offered a now-classic definition of an innovation as
something new or improved. Specifically, he defined innovation as the new combination of
productive means as follows: (1) the introduction of a new good - that is, one with which
consumers are not yet familiar - or a new quality of goods; (2) the introduction of a new method
of production; (3) the opening of a new market; (4) the conquest of a new source or supply of
raw materials or half-manufactured goods; or (5) the new organization of any industry
(Schumpeter, 1934).
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Innovation is invention and application. Or, put differently: innovation is invention and
exploitation (Allen and Henn, 2007). An exact definition of innovation is difficult as it can vary,
depending on the industry, application or system that is being applied. Below is a list of the
typical concepts used among executives, managers and employees in companies from many
industries (Rao and Chuan, The Discipline and Culture of Innovation, 2013).

-

Innovation is equal to invention.

-

Innovation should be led by R&D.

-

Innovation is all about technology.

-

Innovation is new product and processes.

-

Innovation is luck.

-

Innovation is expensive and the Return on Investment (ROI) is terrible.

-

Innovation is an application of better solutions.

-

Innovation is creativity.

-

Innovation happens when you do something different.

-

Innovation is something original, new and important.

-

Innovation provides solutions.

-

Innovation changes the rules.

Innovation could be used to develop new products or services, and generally refers to renewing,
changing or creating a more effective process, products or ways of doing things. For businesses,
innovation is a major driver of sustainable growth; many companies view product innovation as
one way to achieve this. In a recent publication done by Harvard Business School (HBS)
Executive Education program, Stefan H. Thomke, explains the four ways for companies to grow:
1. Selling more of the products they already have.
2. Improving their current products incrementally with the goal of selling at higher
margins or volumes
3. Creating new products and services
4. Expanding through a merger or an acquisition
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In the fall of 2013 I interviewed Jay Rao, who is a professor of technology and innovation at
Babson College in Babson Park, Massachusetts and co-author of the research study "How
Innovative is Your Company's Culture?" published in The Sloan Management Review in March
2013. We discussed innovation theories and he explained that innovation can be a systematically
planned and organized activity with a certain degree of predictability, and that the concept has
become a discipline which can be taught.

2.2 I Types of Innovation
There are two types of innovation according to the literature. As shown in Figure 2-1, the first
type is sustaining innovation - defined as an innovation which increases performance around a
well-known axis, which conforms to a firm's existing technological

and organizational

capabilities (Abernathy & Clark, 1985). Sustaining innovations are those which mainstream
customers demand, where the companies are making better products every generation
(Christensen 1994). The second type is disruptive innovation, which can come in many shapes
and sizes, originating from invention or adoption, and ranging from elegantly simple to deeply
complex. This type of innovation is not an innovation that makes a product better; instead it
transforms a product that historically was so expensive and complex that few people had access
to it. Disruptive innovation makes a product simpler, much more affordable and accessible to a
larger population creating new value markets; disruptive is when those innovations do not satisfy
current customers (Christensen, 1994).
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Figure 2-1 I Types of Innovation
Source: Clayton Christensen, Harvard Business School
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_______________________________________
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Also, it is important to mention that James Utterback in his book, Mastering the Dynamics of
Innovation (1996), develops an important concept in the innovation field. He explains that the
dominant design is the one that wins the allegiance of the marketplace, the one that competitors
and innovators must adhere to if they hope to command significant market following (Utterback,
1996).

To understand clearly these concepts in innovation, I use the following examples from the
automotive industry.

> Disruptive Innovation: 1996 GeneralMotors EVJ (Figure2-2)

In 1996, General Motors' EV1 changed the way the automotive industry was doing business
with a product outside the normal automotive ecosystem. This electrified architecture on the
vehicle transformed the automotive system where complicated combustion engines dominated
the market.

e\/#,

Figure 2-21 Disruptive Innovation -GM EV1-

_______9__ __

> Sustaining Innovation: 2013 FordFusionHybrid. (Figure2-3)
In 2013, Ford's new hybrid model year included features with noticeable technological
improvements from the previous vehicle generation. More functions were delivered to the
customers, generating a competitive edge and more revenue for the automaker.

Figure 2-3 ISustaining Innovation example -Ford Fusion Hybrid-

>

Dominant design: 1934 "Closed-Steel Bodies" (Figure 2-4)

In 1934 General Motors produced this closed-body style for mass production. This innovation
raised a whole new set of criteria for passenger comfort, room, heating and ventilation, and
quietness of the ride which has become a dominant design used on today's vehicles worldwide.

Ford Modol T -

1t9s

(opewbody d*s0gn)

-

GM - Cadillat - 193 (dosed-hody des4gn)

Figure 2-4 1Original Design vs. Dominant Design
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A dominant design such as the one mentioned above had a remarkable impact on modem cars.
Following that path, the latest disruptive innovation on the industry was created a few decades
ago with the incorporation of electrified cars, and currently many sustaining innovations are
present in hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles.

2.3 IInnovation Process
The Innovation process can be described very simply as a process that mediates between two
streams of activity as shown in Figure 2-5. One of these is the development of technological
knowledge, more commonly known as "technology". The other is a developing set of market
needs. The basic process of innovation involves the matching of information drawn from the two
streams. One stream provides market needs; the other provides technological capabilities or
potential solution to meet the market needs (Allen, 2001).

Technology

Innovation

Market
Figure 2-5 I Simple Model of the Innovation Process
Source: The organization and Architecture of Innovation (2007)

Also, the innovation process can be organized by departments built around technological
specialties, similar to the common organizational structures in academic institutions as shown in
Figure 2-6, which shows the simple model structure of an organization by departments around

____

___ ___

______

_______

___ ___

___ ___

____

___

___

__

____

___

___
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technology/specialties and subspecialties, with a solid tie to the technology stream of activity

(Allen, 2001).

Technology

Departments

D1

D2 D3 D4

D5 D6

Market
Figure 2-6 I Organizing the Innovation Process in a Department Structure
Source: The organizationand Architecture of Innovation (2007)

Many other authors explain the innovation process as a complex and multifaceted process
involving knowledge, organization, technology, and market. Different theories or frameworks
usually articulate the innovation process from different aspects. In this thesis, I try to analyze the
innovation process from a holistic view of the generic Innovation Funnel, as seen in Figure 2-7.

IDEATE

DEFINE

PROTOTYPE

IMPLEMENT

Figure 2-7 I Generic Innovation Funnel
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1

The overall process starts with the "ideate" stage, where ideas either pass through internal filters
and gates or they fail to meet the criteria to advance into the next stage. Many organizations
establish priorities driven by brand needs and aspirations, corporate strategies, budget
constraints, marketing understanding of customer's needs, regulatory requirements, and desires
from research and advance engineering groups. Then, the "define" stage comes in, where the
innovation team identifies opportunities that motivates the search for solution. In this stage, the
better definition of the initial problem, the better.

Gradually, ideas are being refined and selected for a "prototype" phase where engineers use
principles and system thinking methods to create a product that will meet priorities defined
earlier. The research and development teams aim to take an idea from concept to reality by
covering specific product requirements that can meet a market need in a desirable, feasible and
viable form.

These four stages follow each other sequentially in time for the idea development to a product
innovation; within each phase the idea evolves through additional loops of ideate, define, and
prototype cycles. The broad range of inputs or ideas comes from multiple sources; either internal
or external stakeholders play a critical role. Table 2-1 summarizes the most important idea
originators for this industry.

Internal Groups

External Groups

Dealers
Research and Development
Intern-Students, Visitors
Employees
(all departments, except R&D)

Customers
Government
Universities
Suppliers
Fabrication Labs (Tech-Shop)

Table 2-11 Idea originators - Automotive Industry
In the innovation process the main factors to success are described below.
IDEATE

I
I
I
I

Customer oriented
Integrated user experience
Conception of a product as a system rather than a single item
Multifunctional teams
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DEFINE

I
I
I
I

Strong observations of the customers and environment
Journey map to detail customer pain-points
Customer engagement
Understand customer insights

PROTOTYPE I
I
I
I
I

Translate customer needs into concepts
Sketch concept scenarios
Design and prototype for customers
Use feedback to prototype again
Test, and validate concepts

IMPLEMENT I
I
I

Engineer the design experience
Refme product with customers
Integrate product into market

2.4 IHistory of Innovation on the Automobile
The first automobiles were produced by skilled craftsmen; vehicles were made one by one, each
finished vehicle was different from each other, and all the components were fitted during a static
assembly line. In 1903, Henry Ford established the Ford Motor Company; his earlier vision as
described in Henry Ford and Samuel Crowther, My Life and Work (1922) was "The greatest
need today is a light, lower priced car with an up-to-date engine of ample horsepower, and built
on the very best material ... it must be powerful enough for American roads and capable of
carrying its passengers anywhere that a horse-drawn vehicle will go without the driver being
afraid of ruining his car."

In 1908, Ford Introduced the Model T, which was built as a car for the masses. A low cost
model, the design consisted of a vehicle chassis and powertrain to which a body was added.
Initially most automobile bodies were made of wood. The Model T had the effect of establishing
many design features. These features include the water-cooled front engine with drive shaft and
rear-wheel drive, left-hand steering, independent chassis and body construction (manufactured
separately and installed on chassis), front and rear bumpers, and many of the essential driver
controls of today's car.

In 1913, Ford engineers introduced the first moving assembly line - the first major innovation on
the production system, a sliding line to assemble the vehicle. This reduced the assembly labor
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time from 12 hours to 5 hours and eventually to 2 hours and 40 minutes. The year 1914 brought
the first product innovation; the material changed from wood to sheet-metal to address a
production bottle-neck at body construction and paint-shop, since the metal panels could be
formed much easier than wood and the paint dried faster. Ford's Model T's cost reduction was a
great success; by 1920 the innovations in both assembly process and product design gave them
55.7% of all the passenger cars produced in the U.S. In contrast, General Motors had only 12.3%
of the market spread over their collection of brands such as Buick, Chevrolet, Cadillac, Pontiac,
and Oldsmobile (Abernathy, 1978).
By 1920 Alfred P. Sloan took over General Motors, and changed the way to run the business. He
combined the production scale for its five car divisions, share design and components, and
articulated a market segmentation strategy; each of GM's brands was to focus on one segment,
Chevrolet at the low end and Cadillac at the high end of the market. The innovation strategy in
expanding on emerging market niches and improving over time gave the company a strong
position in the industry. Sloan foresaw a massive class market by increasing variety.
Another technological change that had a deep impact on the automobile production process was
the emergence and increasing use of metal-stamping technology. In 1926, Ford introduced
shattered resistant glass to improve driver's comfort; in the following years the development of
the internal combustion engine continued at a rapid pace, with multi-valve and hydraulic-brakes
these were some of the sustaining innovations from the engineering teams. In 1930, innovations
in the automotive industry declined sharply in part from the economic depression preceding the
World War II (Utterback, 1996). After the Second World War, in the first massive-production
vehicle the automakers made many other major product changes arose, such as the automatic
transmission in 1954, a breakthrough innovation in the market; the following years focused on
aesthetics and performance.
In America, vehicle performance became a prime focus of marketing, exemplified by sport and
muscle cars. In 1967, Chevrolet released the Camaro to compete with the Ford Mustang. But
everything changed in the 1970s as the 1973 oil crisis, automobile emissions control rules, and
Japanese and European imports created disorder in the industry.

William Abernathy in his book, The Productivity Dilemma: Roadblock to Innovation in the

Automobile Industry (1978), selected the most important product innovations from 1920 to 1980.
Individuals with experience in research and development, operating divisions, and corporate
staffs associated with each of the major U.S. automobile producers participated in the selection.
Table 2-2 includes the innovations for mass-produced engines and Table 2-3 includes the
innovations for mass-produced car assembly.

Decade
1900-1909

Product Innovation
Simple and reliable engine (Model T)

Process Innovation
Multiple Simultaneous machining

1910-19

V-8 engine design

Continuous pouring of molten iron

1920-29

Aluminum - alloy piston

Cemented carbide cutting tools

Crankcase ventilation
Special exhaust-valve materials

Dynamic crankshaft balancing

Down-draft carburetor

Cast crankshaft and camshaft

Automatic choke

Precision boring

Low-cost V-8 engine

Surface tunnel broaching

1945-54

Short-stroke, high compression V-8
New combustion-chamber design-OHV engine
12-volt electrical system

Integration of engine plants with transfer lines
Dynamic engine balancing
Automatic air gauges in machining

1955-64

Aluminum engines

High-tolerance iron-casting methods

Thin-wall, gray cast-iron cylinder-block engine
Multibarrel carburetor

Automatic crankshaft grinding with measurement
Segmented transfer lines for block and head
Ceramic boring.

Advances in electronic ignition

Programmable controller for machining systems
Electronic sensors and automated testing in engine line

1930-39

1965-74

Overhead cam engine on mass-produced cars

1990- 1996

Stratified-charge engine
First Electric Battery Power Pack

2000-2006

Plug-in Hybrid Battery Power Pack

Table 2-2 1Thirty-three Technological Innovations in Mass-Produced Engines
Modifiedfrom Industry Experts -The Productivity Dilemma "Roadblock to Innovation in the automobile industry"
William Abernathy (1978)
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Decade

Decade
1900-1909

Product

Innovation

Product Innovation
Lightweight durable chassis (Model T)

Process Innovation
Innovation
Process
Interchangable parts and progressive

manufacturing in automobiles (Cadillac)
1910-19

Electric starter

Moving final assembly line

Electric lights
1920-29

Closed-steel body
Hydraulic and four-wheel brakes
Lacquer finishes (DUCO-pyroxylin)

Welding in body and chassis assembly
Growing use of light, powered hand tools.

1930-39

Independent suspension
Power brakes
All-steel body, turne top,

Unit body-construction
High-frequency portable power tools
Multihydromatic welding

1946-54

Automatic transmission
Power steering
Air conditioning

Multiple nut runners
Automatic spray painting
Electrostatic painting
Electronic-assisted scheduling
Higher-speed and automated stamping

1955-64

Disc brakes
Improved suspension systems
Alternator

Body-corrosion protection

Shattered resistant glass
Energy-absorbing steering wheel and column
Energy-absorbing bumpers and front ends
Electronic sensors of car mechanisms

Automated chassis and body assembly

1965-74

2008-2010

Smart-gauge with EcoGuide

2007-2011

Air inflated seat belts

Expanded use of special-purpose fasteners

Mixing of body styles on assembly lines

Powder coatings (paint for body)
Metal stamping technology

11

Table 2-3 I Thirty-five major Technological Innovations in Mass-Produced Cars and Assembly
Plants
Modified from Industry Experts -The Productivity Dilemma "Roadblockto Innovation in the automobile industry"
William Abernathy (1978)

The United States automotive industry was caught completely off guard by the oil embargo of
the 1970's, allowing Japanese manufacturers to take over the U.S. small car market with lowcost, fuel-efficient, and eventually near zero quality defects. Customer's needs, wants and desires
had changed, but the U.S automotive industry hadn't recognized the need for change.
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Ford and GM generated most of their profits from large sedans, small trucks and SUV's. The
Ford F-150 pick-up truck became the main sustaining product for North America, rather than
smaller fuel-efficient vehicles which somewhat led to their collapse through the economic burst
of the 2000's. Before this, in 1996 GM had built the first electric vehicle, a disruptive innovation
on the market and for many experts the last disruptive innovation made in the industry. This
vehicle tried to change the automotive system but the vehicle disappeared off the roads after two
years in production; the EV1 was the first mass-produced and purposely designed electric
vehicle by a major automaker.
As discussed early in this chapter, the literature mentions the importance of innovation for
survival or growth of organizations, increasing employment and leading to economic success.
Could the innovation process be fully integrated on the Product Development process in the
automotive industry? Will this encourage the organizations to develop product innovation that
could lead them to success?
Nowadays, all the U.S automakers with highly capable and technical engineering teams are
working within robust and reliable product development processes emerging the next vehicle
generation with major efficiencies on vehicle sub-systems, new features to obtain a higher-value
to the customers, diversify fuels, and mainly for Hybrid-Electric and Plug-in Hybrid markets.
This brief history of the U.S automotive industry shows multiple sustaining innovations where
the Automotive Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM's) were increasingly focused on
making the new generation much better. In the last years in the U.S, the so-called "Big 3"
automakers (Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors) struggled to survive in a market that has been
shifting rapidly due to environmental, technological, political, social and economic changes.
As General Motors, former Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Dan Akerson sees it, Tesla Motors
has the potential to be a disruptive force to the automotive industry with luxury full electric cars.
William Clay Ford, Jr., Executive Chairman of Ford Motor Company has nurtured the

automaker's legacy of innovation; for him the innovation is happening at a much faster pace
today than at any time probably since Henry Ford's time.
Innovation is happening in all areas; it is happening with alternative propulsion systems such as
biofuels, electric batteries, plug-in hybrids, and more conventional engines such as clean diesel.
The faster pace occurs in the infotainment area with exciting advances on driver connectivity,
improved interfaces that work for drivers and minimizes distractions. It's also happening in
safety features, where technology is helping to save lives, as for example when Ford Motor
Company introduced the first inflatable seat belt in the Ford Explorer,

2.5 ISources to Create Innovation
Emerging innovation trends are causing intensified competition among the automakers; the
discussion of innovation generation is framed in the context of four essential methodologies such
as user-centered innovation, open source innovation, design thinking and systematic inventive
thinking to generate new ideas and evolving them into new products.

2.5.11 User-centered Innovation
One important function of market research is to accurately understand user needs for potential
new products. Such understanding is clearly an essential input to the new product development

process (Rothwell, et al., 1974; Urban and Hauser, 1980). Eric von Hippel's (1986 and 2005)
research work has kept the notion of user innovations at the forefront of business thinking. He
has proposed that: users can improve the productivity of a new product development in fields
characterized by rapid change; users are motivated to innovate in order to solve their own
problems rather than to sell a product or service; and collaborative evaluation, replication and
improvement are part of the user-centered innovation paradigm, as seen in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-8 I User-Centered Innovation Paradigm
Modifiedfrom Eric Von Hippel' s (2005)
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User-centered innovation has become very popular. It suggests that the way to create innovations
is by starting from lead-users; the companies should start their innovation process by getting
close to lead-users and observe them to understand their needs, their behaviors and how they are
using existing products.

Evidence is very strong that users are the actual developers of many commercially important
products and services. This type of innovation can clearly be seen in the automotive industry;
when the aerospace industry had extreme demands on braking requirements faced by large
commercial airplanes as they landed on airport runways, when the heavier weight and higher
speeds require that the braking system must rapidly dissipate hundreds of times more energy to
bring the airplane to a complete stop. Automobile drivers are often assisted in braking in winter
by using salt on icy roads. The antilock braking systems originated in the aerospace industry,
where aircraft operators had an extreme need to stop vehicles quickly; and later this technology
was deployed in automobiles; they are now a standard safety feature.

User-centered

innovation

processes

offer great

advantages

over the company-centered

innovation development systems that have been the support of the market for hundreds of years.
Users that innovate can develop exactly what they want, rather than relying on companies to act
as their agents. This type of innovation source builds designs out from the needs of users explicit and implicit, articulated and observed - and is more effective and more widely embraced
than those developed in other ways. (Srikant Datar, HBS 2013).

As Eric Von Hippel explains, the ongoing shift of innovation to users has some very attractive
qualities. It is becoming progressively easier for many users to get precisely what they want by
designing it for themselves. And innovation by users appears to increase social happiness.

The user-centered innovation model is a significant instrument improvement invented, built and
used by the user. Often the user innovates when markets are small and uncertain, the diffusion of
the results are done in a collaborative evaluation, and where multiple product iteration exists and
results are diffused peer-to peer for improvement (Von Hippel, 2012).
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2.5.2 1Open-Source Innovation
Open innovation is a phenomenon that has become important for both practice and theory over
the last few years in many industries. One of its most often used definitions is: "the use of
purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation and to expand the
markets for external use of innovation" (Chesbrough and Crowther, 2006). Open-Information
communities are developing rapidly, and the behaviors and infrastructure needed for success are
being increasingly learned and codified. Today, many car systems are entirely computerized;
everything from seats to the suspension and rear-view cameras. And as vehicles become more
and more computerized, the automakers are creating programs to allow users to create
applications and software that leverage the data available through a car's on-board diagnostics
port.
Ford Motor Company has opened a lab in Silicon Valley, California to focus on user experience,
open innovation and managing large amounts of data. The "OpenXC" program is a research
platform that combines open-source hardware and software that enables the user to extend the
vehicle with custom applications and pluggable modules; it can quickly develop prototyping
features created by users that eventually could be integrated directly into the car. Today, many of
the more advanced modern cars have large on-screen displays with Global Positioning System
(GPS), automatic sensors, and computerized modules to calculate and adjust every detail of the
customer's trip.
The automotive industry is developing applications that could minimize distractions while
driving, enhance user interfaces, and integrate with other connected services within the vehicle.
Companies are using this type of approach to understand consumer insights into their car's
operation and at the end discover product innovation.
Many automotive researchers have joined to create a standard way to develop aftermarket
software and hardware, and there is a growing interest in connecting the output from those
systems to third-party applications on the web and mobile applications. The Ford Open XC
project is an example of the companies offering tools to hook into the user's interface, thanks to
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the extremely fast pace of consumer electronics and the web (especially when compared to the
long development cycles in the automotive industry).
In this case, the next generation application can quickly become last generation's application.
The relationship between OEM's and customers they serve is changing quickly, and rapidly
becoming much more an active innovation-relation; a perfect example of how product innovation
is becoming more "open".
The automotive industry is entering a new phase where the relationship between software and
hardware is at the heart of its future. The industry is being redefined as a networked computing
platform upon which an ever-evolving set of applications is being designed, allowing the
company to create exciting new consumer experiences (Prasad Datar, Ford Motor Company,
2010). By leveraging open-source innovation throughout each phase of the product development
process, the automakers can ensure that their output is relevant and authentic to customers and
the market.
Fostering open-source innovation will increase the pace and strength of creating personal
mobility solutions that are exciting and sustainable, and will expedite product innovation
regarding the evolution of electronics in the next few years. This type of innovation could help to
revolutionize the industry while enabling the OEM's to contribute to a much better world.

2.5.3 I Design Thinking
The term "design thinking" became widely popular thanks to the creation of a consultancy firm
called IDEO by David Kelley. This approach to innovate has gained exposure over the past few
years in many businesses around the world, but surprisingly very little research has been
conducted to determine how design thinking methods integrated with a product development
system can foster the creation of innovation.
Tim Brown, current CEO of IDEO, has dedicated a large part of his career to applying the
concept of design thinking into real life businesses. He recently wrote an article for Harvard
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Business Review explaining in depth the mechanism of design thinking. He defines the
inspiration stage as an interdisciplinary team effort useful to "identify appropriate constraints"
(Brown, 2008).
Historically, for many automotive OEM's, design has been treated as a downstream step in the
product development process, as when the designers, who have played no earlier role in the
substantive work of innovation, come along and stimulate many areas in organizations by
making new products and technologies aesthetically attractive and therefore more desirable for
consumers.
Design Thinking (DT) is a way to create a future for product, services, and technology, it is a
way to create new products and brands, new business strategies, entrance to new markets, and
new applications for technology that could be used on the future. DT is used to find a new way to
connect product, services and systems with people; to integrate the needs of people, the
possibilities of technology, and the requirements for business success. In addition, it uses
different approaches to find the right answer by asking the correct questions, looking and being
empathic with the end user. As mentioned by the design firm IDEO: "design thinking is an
approach to innovation" as illustrated in Figure 2-9.

Design
Thinking

'

*Inntion

Figure 2-9 I Design Thinking
Modifiedfrom IDEO tool kit
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This design thinking approach has an extensive set of tools and processes in three important
phases, outlined in Figure 2-10.:

1) Inspire

I Embrace failure, Build to think, Low resolution.

2) Ideation

I Expect changes, Experiment, Prototypes drive specifications, Target models

3) Implement I Manage changes, Integrated models, High resolution, Specs drive prototypes

Figure 2-10 I DesignThinking phases
Modified from IDEO HBS presentation(Fall2013)

The Inspiration phase involves

many disciplines

from the start of the project. The

interdisciplinary team works to identify appropriate business constraints for the project, the team
looks at the world, observes what people do, how they think, what they need and want;
inspirations are the fuel for innovation, since the more insights you have, the more ideas will
come.
Being inspired starts with empathy, standing in the customer and user's shoes, learning the "how
to" by looking at people and seeing things from their point of view, not from the company's;
aiming to understand them on social, cultural, physical, cognitive, and emotional levels.

The Ideation phase is the process for generating, developing and testing ideas that may lead to
solutions. Design thinkers make many sketches, build creative frameworks, apply integrative
thinking and work with customers and users to evolve the ideas and describe their journeys. Then
the cross-functional team starts a technique called "building to think", which is all about
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prototyping, building things to learn about the ideas, and using different, less-expensive
techniques, materials and tools. The challenge is to learn as quickly and build as quickly as
possible.
Finally, in the Implementation phase, after the solutions are confirmed on previous phases, the
team needs to engineer the experience, make the products better and move them to the market.
They make the case to the business and spread the world.
The automotive industry has been using this type of approach to innovate; especially when Ford
Motor Company asked IDEO to help them understand the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) market
and uncover ways to connect users with a unique HEV driving experience that could be
implemented across automobiles and brands. The research led to a deep understanding of the
consumer, demonstrating how HEV drivers are engaging with their vehicles and what type and
level of information the drivers would like to see displayed while driving. The result of this
project between Ford and IDEO is called Smart-gauge with EcoGuide: a more-connected display
and fuel-efficient driving experience on the 2010 Ford Fusion Hybrid can be seen in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11 12010 Ford Fusion Smart-gauge
Design thinking is not just about a methodology, it is also about the culture in the organization, it
is important to be inspired and inspiring others. To summarize, design thinking is a humancentered approach to innovation, going to the lens of the people and it includes:

3-5

>

People

Ilooking and listening to them.

>

Prototyping

Iquick iterations, making things real.

>
>

Story telling

I not "concepts".

Culture

Ibeing inspired and inspirational.

2.5.4 I Systematic Inventive Thinking
Engineers love to decompose products, processes, and ideas to understand how they work. In the
process of tearing down a vehicle apart, the team will also ask questions about why the parts are
made the way they are made, and why things work the way they do. This often triggers new
ideas for how might products could work much better.
This approach to innovate, challenges the functional fixedness which is a cognitive bias that
limits a person to using an object only in the way it is traditionally used. One principle exists
where the only resources for creating something new, solving a problem, or dealing with any
issue are those that are already there. The experts in Systematic Inventive Thinking (SIT) called
this method listening to the Voice of the Product. There are five techniques in Systematic
Inventive Thinking to create new product features and innovations, as well as to create
completely new market applications (Goldenberg and Mazursky, 1999).

>

Subtraction - the elimination of core components rather than an addition of new systems

and functions.

>

Task Unification - the assignments of new tasks to an existing resource (i.e., any element
of the product or its vicinity within the manufacturer's control)

>

Division - dividing a product or component either physically or functionally, and

maintaining characteristics of the whole

>

Multiplication - making a copy of a component but changing it in some way to increment
functionality. The added component must be different from the original in some way, and
the change needs to reflect a change in quality, not quantity.
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>

Attribute Dependency - Creating dependencies between two internal attributes or internal

and external attributes. The creation or removal of symmetries between existing product
and environmental variables (e.g., color changes with temperature, etc.)
Systematic Inventive Thinking process has been developed to apply these methods to identify
new ideas where the function follows form (FFF), a term created by cognitive psychologist
Ronald Finke (Creative Cognition, 1992). Basically, this process encourages the team to
innovate by identifying a "function" in a current product, then applying manipulation methods to
create a new "form" that could generate more benefits. See Figure 2-12.

Existing Situation
0

Manipulation
(thinking tools)

U..

Virtual Product

z

Identify benefits, advantages, markets

Q

z

LL

Identify challenges

Farketing
Feasibility Filter

Adaptations

IDEA

Figure 2-12 IFunction Follows Form Framework
Source: HBS - Design Thinking & Innovation (SrikantDatar,2013)

2.6 I Innovation Pillars for Success
Historically, companies which foster innovation have given substantial attention to R&D
resources, systematic processes and the measurement of success which means how quickly the
investment done in R&D will pay off. Many executives want their companies to be more
innovative and to follow companies such as Google and Facebook to create breakthrough
products and services or to copy the product development strategy of older companies such as
Apple, IBM, Procter & Gamble, 3M and General Electric that have reinvented themselves again
and again to create product innovation that has been an important driver of the growth, success
and wealth of the firms.

From the literature, I have learned that innovation does not just happen and it cannot be
predicted; however, the innovation process can be managed (Allen, 2008). Certain firms are
more innovative than others because of their highly-qualified and skilled workforce, financial
resources, government policies and national culture (Furman, Porter and Stern, 2002). In
addition, corporate culture is much more of an important driver of innovation than labor, capital,
government or national culture (Tellis, Prabhu, and Chandy, 2009). Finally, this discipline of
culture innovation can be taught and this culture rests on a foundation of six building blocks:
resources, processes, values, behaviors, climate, and success (Figure 2-13). These blocks are
dynamically linked, and the values of the enterprise have an impact on people's behaviors, on the
climate of the workplace and on how success is defined and measured (Rao and Weintraub,
2013).

Figure 2-13 ISix Blocks of Innovation Culture
Source: Jay Rao and Joseph Weintraub. How innovative is your company? (MIT Sloan Review Magazine, 2013)

The six building blocks of an innovative culture that could create a sustained competitive
advantage in many companies consist of:
Values

-

drive priorities and decisions, which are reflected in how a company spends its time

and money. This can also be the desire to explore opportunities and create new things, encourage
new ways of thinking and solutions from diverse perspectives, and constantly ask questions in
the pursuit of the unknown. Truly innovative enterprises spend generously on being
entrepreneurial, promoting creativity and encouraging continuous learning (Rao, 2013)
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Behaviors - describe how people act in the cause of innovation. Company leaders should inspire
their employees with a vision for the future, challenging the teams to think and act
entrepreneurially, always following opportunities even in the face of adversity. In the
organization, everyone is involved at all levels to innovate.
Climate - is where elements such as collaboration, teamwork, integrity, accountability, trust and
decision making are aligned to capture opportunities together as a teams, question decisions and
actions that are inconsistent with our values, take responsibility for our own actions and avoid
blaming others. This building block is the tenor of workplace life, an innovative climate which
cultivates engagement and enthusiasm, fosters learning and encourages independent thinking.
Resources - comprise three main factors: people, systems and projects. Leaders are willing to be
champions of innovation when the support from experts is available to evolve ideas to product,
and where there is great leverage in stakeholder's relationships to pursue innovation. In every
industry, people are the most critical factor to cause a powerful impact in innovation.
Processes - these are the route the innovations follow, from idea creation to incorporating
products into the markets. The innovation funnel is used to capture and select ideas through
many stages. Organizations should have a system to generate, filter, prioritize, prototype, iterate,
launch and scale ideas.
Success - According to Jay Rao, the success of an innovation can be captured at three levels:
external, enterprise and personal. There are many factors involved in this building block,
including customers when they think of the company as an innovative organization; competitors
when they notice a company's innovation performance is much better that other firms in the
industry; and financial when the innovation efforts have paid off.
Innovation is a continuous challenge for companies in today's competitive environment; there
are many pitfalls and opportunities for organizations pursuing a successful innovation culture.
Building a culture of innovation is harder, and requires desire and discipline at all levels in the
organization to embark on the journey of innovation.
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Chapter 3 I Product Development
"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.
Henry Ford.

Businesses are changing rapidly in response to economic, social, political, and technological
forces. Companies have flattened their hierarchies in order to be more flexible and to cut costs.
More and more companies have a global reach, and an internal diversity of people and ideas to
match the diversity of their customers and stakeholders. Companies are networked internally and
externally to gather information and combine resources for emerging opportunities.

This chapter builds a basic understanding of Product Development (PD), I briefly present the
variants of PD process used in different situations. Then, I use a systems engineering approach,
the Vee (V) model, to conduct the PD process from the general to the particular for complex
product systems. Finally, I provide an overview of various Product Development organizations.

3.1 1Overview of Product Development Process
Product Development can be broadly defined as a human activity in which processes and subprocesses are executed with the use of existing tools in order to conceive, design and
commercialize a physical or informational asset. (Endo, 2008).

Product Development Process (PDP) is the set of activities beginning with the perception of a
market opportunity and ending in the production, sale and delivery of product (Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2008). It is also defined as all the elements, links and structure necessary to develop a
new product and there are five main elements that need to be present in the development process:
product, process, people, tools and goals (Browning, Fricke and Negele, 2006). Many product
development process definitions and frameworks have several elements in common where the
general way to see product development is as a sequence of actions, in which portions of time are

assigned to do specific functions which can be simply divided into four phases: define, design,
validate, and launch phase Figure 3-1.
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Deffine

Design

Vldate

Launch

Figure 3-1 I General Product Development Framework

Based on my experience in the automotive industry, and using the literature as guideline, let's
briefly describe the main set of activities to define, design, validate and launch a new
automobile.

Define
-

In this phase the team identifies customer and market needs, which are translated into
product requirements that will satisfy those needs; from there concept development starts.

Design
-

The team develops detailed design for manufacture and service, and determines all the
internals of the product, including part selection, functionality, and final specification. At
the end of this phase the team should achieve an economically feasible solution.

Validate
-

The team verifies design against corporate requirements; the results of these tests will
determine if the designs completed in an early stage satisfy the customer and market
needs. The team also performs testing on early vehicle prototypes to validate the product
against functional specifications; the performance and reliability of the product are key
elements to ensure success.

Launch
-

The manufactured product as designed starts in this phase; production volume gradually
increases until it reaches 100% plant production capacity.

_
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3.2 1Variants of Product Development Process
The product development process described in the previous section is generic, depending on the
company's context. The generic PDP is most like the process used in a market-pull situation,
which means the PD starts with the company identifying a market opportunity and then uses
whatever available technologies to satisfy the market need. In addition to this, several variants
are common and correspond to the following: technology-push products, platform products,
process-intensive products, customized products, high-risk products, quick-build products, and

complex systems (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008).
Technology-push products: When the "technology" pushes product development, the team
begins with a new technology and then finds a suitable market to create products. The Define
and Design phases involved matching technology and market. No product will have success in
the market unless the new technology offers a real competitive advantage meeting new or
unknown customer needs, competitors have difficulty in developing this new technology.
Platform products: When the company builds more products around a pre-existing
technological subsystem. Products built on this variant are much simpler to develop, sharing the
know-how and technical information between products makes the Design phase easier, where
the concept assumes a proven technology platform.
Process-Intensive products: The production process places strict constraints on the properties
of the product. Either an existing production process must be specified from the start, or both
products and process must be developed together from the beginning.
Customized products: the development of these products is in response to a specific order by a
customer. Here the companies augmented the generic process with detailed description of
specific information-processing activities within each of the Define-Design-Validation phases.
High-Risk products: these products are also known as radical or disruptive; large uncertainty
related to the technology or the market makes the companies adjust the generic product

_________
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development. Many Validation phase activities are done early to reduce uncertainty and risk.
Multiple concepts are created during the Design phase and may be explored in parallel to ensure
that the solution exceeds customer needs.
Quick-Build products: Rapid modeling and prototyping enables many Design-BuildValidation cycles; these phases are repeated a number of times until the product is completed.
Complex Systems: Larger-scale products such as automobiles and airplanes are complex
systems comprised of many interacting subsystems and components. During this phase, the
system is decomposed into subsystem and these further into many components. Here the Design
is decomposed at a subsystem level and becomes critical. Teams are broken down and assigned
to develop each component, working in parallel, followed by system integration and validation.
The complexity of a product development process is determined by the complexity of the
product, the type of people's interactions, the utilization of tools, and the scope of mission that is
intended to be accomplished. As products grow in complexity, their development requires the
efforts of a larger number of people, whose efforts extend well beyond the engineers who are
assigned directly to product development; many others support the development formally and
informally (Allen, 2008).
For the purposes of this thesis, I will use a systems engineering approach to have a clear
understanding of the product development process of a complex system, specifically in the subsystem level design and development. Figure 3-2, shows an automobile dismantled into many
components to display the complexity that an automobile system has due to many subsystems
and components.

Figure 3-21 Volkswagen Golf dismantled into components.

3.3 I Systems Engineering Approach for Complex Systems
Systems engineering (SE) has evolved from a process focused primarily on large-scale systems
to a broader discipline that is used in all types of project development. INCOSE defines systems
engineering as:

"Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the
realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required
functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, and then
proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering the complete
problem."

"Systems Engineering integrates all the disciplines and specialty groups into a team effort
forming a structured development process that proceeds from concept to production to
operation.

SE encourages stakeholder involvement in many stages of the product development process

where the effective participation varies depending on opportunities given by the OEM's
executives, managers, engineers or other technical personnel.
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The V model has been refined and applied in many different industries; as shown in Figure3-4,
this SE model breakdowns a generic product development process over time from strategy and
planning to massive production; it starts from the concept to a system level decomposition to
functional sub-systems into a component detail level.

The achievement of each phase is marked by a decision milestone, where the current state of the
project or program is evaluated; senior management decides whether the phase has been
completed successfully and whether the next phase may begin.

Development Process
Timeline

Figure 3-3 IV model
Modfied from NCOSE, 2012

The left wing shows the Vehicle Planning stage, which is often referred to as "phase-zero" since
it precedes the program approval and launch of actual product development process. (Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2008). This phase begins with company strategies based on corporate requirements,
market research and assessment of technologies available.

Then the Decomposition & Definition phase. This phase starts with the concept development
where the needs of the customer and the market are identified and translated into form, function
and engineering specifications, and alternative products concepts are defined and evaluated. The
System-Level Design phase then starts, which includes the definition of product architecture and
the decomposition of the product into functional Subsystems Levels where product requirements
are allocated.
The Development Process phase is at the core of the V model. The Component Details and
Realization phase starts after the subsystem requirements are identified and decomposed further
into components. The detail design and development phase includes the complete specification
of the geometry, materials, and tolerances of all of the unique component parts in the SubSystem Level.
After this, the Integration and Verification phase begins, which involves testing and refinement
phases. Different prototypes are usually built with production design intent parts in order to
identify necessary engineering changes for the final saleable product, and for design verification
and product validation.
Finally, in the Production Ramp-up stage the transition to massive production is usually
gradual, and the product is built using production representative sub-system parts that meet
company standards and engineering requirements coming out of supplier's assembly home-line
using hard-production tools. Here the entire production system begins operation. (Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2008).
As products grow in complexity, their development requires the efforts of more people. These
efforts extend well beyond the engineers who are assigned directly to product development;
many others support the development through formal and informal consulting and contribute
knowledge and ideas to the members of the product development team (Allen, 2008).
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3.41 Product Development Organization
In addition to creating an effective product development process, successful firms must organize
their staffs effectively. A Product Development Organization (PDO) is the scheme by which
individual designers, engineers and developers are linked together into groups (Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2008). It is also defined as the entity that contains the aggregate of elements and
resources within a company that is responsible for developing new products (Allen, 1986). The
product development organization has all the same elements that are found in the product
development system, but it includes organizational links that may be aligned with functions,
projects or both. In Figure 3-4, various product development organizations are shown.
Regardless of the links, the literature has classified the organizations in three different ways: by
function, by projects, or a hybrid organization between function and projects named, matrix
organization.
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Figure 3-4 I Various Product Development Organizations
Source: Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008 ProductDesign and Development
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3.4.1 I Functional Organization
In organizational terms, a function is an area of responsibility usually involving specialized
education, training or experience. In a Product Development Organizations the classic functions
are marketing, design, quality, purchasing, finance, sales, and manufacturing (Ulrich and
Eppinger, 2008).

Under this structure, the functional organization operates well in stable

environments where business strategies are less inclined to changes or dynamism, since the level
of bureaucracy makes it difficult for organizations to respond to changes in the market very
quickly.
When companies use a functional organizational structure, people with similar knowledge and
skills are grouped together. This makes it possible for employees to become specialists in their
field. The specialization that functional organizations has helps to bring about in-depth
knowledge and skill development among the employees, and this can help to achieve the
company's functional objective. However, the communication in these types of organizations
can be rigid because of the standardized operations and the high degree of formalization. Poor
horizontal coordination within the departments can occur and functional departments are often
not accountable to each other.
3.4.2 IProjects Organization
In Product Development, a project is the set of activities in the development process for a
particular product and includes identifying customer needs and generating product concepts
(Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). The organizational links are primarily among those who work on
the same project.
This type of structure facilitates the coordination and implementation of project activities. The
main reason is to create an environment that fosters interactions among the team members with a
minimum amount of disruptions, overlaps and conflicts (Project Management for Development
Organizations, 2007).

1
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3.4.3 I Matrix Organization
This type of organization was conceived as a hybrid of functional and project organizations. In
the Matrix the attempt is to introduce flexibility into rigid organizations. The individuals are
linked to others according to both the project they work on and their function. Two variants of
the matrix organization are called the heavyweight project organization and the lightweight
project organization (Hayes et al., 1988).
A heavyweight organization contains strong project links, which in many industries may be
called an integrated product team, a design-build team, or a product development team (PDT).
Meanwhile, the lightweight project organization contains weaker project links and relatively
stronger functional links, where the project managers update schedules, arrange meetings, and
facilitate coordination. The functional managers are responsible for budgets, hiring, firing and
performance evaluation. (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008).

3.5 1Innovation in Product Development Organizations
Organizations in today's competitive world face the paradoxical challenges of "dualism"; that is,
functioning efficiently today while innovating effectively for tomorrow. Corporations, no matter
how they are structured, must manage both sets of concerns simultaneously. To do this,
organizations have to understand and learn to manage the dynamics of innovation which could
trigger both disruptive and sustaining innovations (Paap and Katz, 2004).

The dynamics of innovation consist of the connection between a customer or market need and
the technology available to address it. Then several opportunities are generated and when
combined form an idea, which in turn is defined, developed, tested, launched and diffused. Jay
Paap and Ralph Katz (2004) refer to dynamics of innovation as the interplay between new and
old needs, and new and old technologies, where the model demonstrates that generating a return
on a technology investment requires both the ability of the technology to create a change and the
change to create an impact on the targeted customer.

-1
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Chapter 4 I Innovation in the Automotive OEM System
"Know the enemy and know yoursetf; in a hundred battlesyou will never be in peril."
Sun Tzu

System is defined as a "group of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements forming a
complex whole." Implicit in this definition is the condition that the interaction among the
stakeholders provides the system with functionality greater than the sum of individual elements
(Crawley, 2012).
This chapter focuses on investigating the needs and key interests of the internal and external
stakeholders shown in Figure 4-1 to understand the impact of innovation in the automotive
OEM. To develop and analyze the system, I use a systems architecture approach to identify the
principal internal and external stakeholders, as well as their needs and benefits that at some point
are involved in the innovation process. The analysis done here guided me to understand if Ford
of Mexico PD organization has the proper support to encourage innovation.

Figure 4-11 Internal and External Stakeholders, Automotive Industry
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4.1.1 Principal Stakeholders
The innovation process should not only be based on well-known internal stakeholders but should
also be expanded to external stakeholders. It is a major mistake to think that ideas can only come
from inside the company; many companies reject ideas generated outside their walls because
they think those ideas are inferior to their own (Katz and Allen, 1982). According to Freeman
(1984) stakeholders are any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement
of the firm's objectives and may be either primary (those that have a direct impact on the firm) or
secondary (those that are not directly involved with the firm but may indirectly influence the
firm via primary stakeholders).

The systematic involvement of as many stakeholders as possible in the innovation process has
huge potential to encourage and develop innovation for the industry, but at the same time it
demands a very clear understanding of the stakeholders. Identifying everyone with a need or
interest enables the automotive OEM's to identify who has to be involved to support the product
innovation effort.
Discussing innovation, Hall and Vredenburg (2003) make the distinction between stakeholders
within the innovation value added chain and those that are not. They argue that stakeholders have
similar interests, claims and rights, and are often motivated by different values and objectives not
properly managed in traditional methods.
From my experience in the automotive industry, a key issue facing stakeholder's management is
identifying which are the most important to the company to enhance, develop, and implement
product innovation. Mitchell (1997) argues that salient stakeholders are those that possess power
(ability to influence another entity), legitimacy (socially accepted and expected behavior) and
urgency (the degree to which an issue is regarded as important or time sensitive) Based on the
stakeholders' definitions and my experience working in product development in the automotive
industry, I list the key stakeholders that at some point or another gain relevance and enhance,
delay or even prevent innovation in the automotive industry system.
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Automotive OEM's
Competitors (Ford, GM, Toyota, Honda, Chrysler, Tesla, etc.)
Customers (end-users, drivers, distributors, owners)
Owners (shareholders, and capitalists)
Community (local and global socio-cultural environment)
Academia (universities, research, science)
Research and Advance Centers (product development organizations)
Environmental Activists (Electric drive transportation association, Environmental Protection
Agency, Individual activists)
Government (Local and Federal organizations)
Tier'1 Suppliers (production and non-production)
Employees (unions, contractors, blue collars, managers, etc).
Other Industries (aeronautics and aerospace industry, oil industry)
Now, let's consider the relationships among stakeholders, which are typically complex, dynamic
and with many interests depending on the position with respect to the innovation. To understand
the key barriers, opportunities and benefits of innovation on the automotive industry, I use the
principle from Ed Crawley about stakeholder engagement and the exchange model interaction
shown in Figure4-2 as part of the analysis of the external stakeholders.

,,Their outputs

or outcomes

Their needs

,

Your needs

Your outputs

Sor

outcomes

Figure 4-21 Stakeholder engagement and exchange model
Ed Crawley 2012 (Systems Architecture,Fall 2012)
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4.2 1Stakeholders Benefits

'i
From descriptions and definitions given by Ed Crawley's System Architecture course at MIT
during the Fall of 2012, Figure 4-3, it can be easily interpreted that beneficiariesare those who
benefit from your actions, who have an outcome or output which addresses their needs, and you
are important to them. Meanwhile, stakeholders are those who have a stake in the project, who
have an outcome or output which addresses your needs, and are important to you.
Beneficiaries

Figure 4-3 I Beneficiaries and Stakeholders
Ed Crawley 2012 (Systems Architecture, Fall2012)

In order to have a clear understanding of the key stakeholder's influence on the success of the
innovation process, let's separate them and list their needs. Below is Figure 4-4 where the main
beneficiaries and needs are shown.
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Figure 4-4 1 Key Stakeholders Beneficiaries and Needs
Template Modifiedfrom Ed Crawley 2012 (Systems Architecture, Fall 2012)
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After this, I interpreted the needs as flows and built the following model of flows to a
stakeholder network showing the outputs or outcomes of the other stakeholder that satisfies the
stakeholders' needs. Note that only key stakeholders were examined in the value network to

create the Automotive OEM System, Figure4-5.
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4.3 I Stakeholders Interests
The diagram Figure4-5, shows inflow and outflows with different perspectives depending on the
stakeholder. Now, let's zoom-in on all these inter-relations to understand the importance of the
stakeholders mentioned in the system and to identify key interests among stakeholders to support
innovation.
Group # 1 IAutomotive OEM and Tier'1 Suppliers.
information exchange and
TechnkA Know-how

Tieri
Suppliers

$Investment
Vehide Sub-system
parts

Major Interests to support Innovation:

>

Long-term

cooperation

relationships

to develop

and

new technological

products for specific vehicle subsystem that
Long-term retationship

ssies,.suaces

could bring business success.

>

Information exchange.

> Suppliers are great idea contributors
due to technical know-how of the product.

Figure 4-6 I Stakeholder's Group # 1

Group # 2 1 Automotive OEM and Local Community.
Major Interest to support Innovation:

>
>

Improve mobility challenges.
Indicator for market trends and promotion of new technologies.

> Increase quality of life, not only by creating employment, but by designing and
developing vehicles to be more attractive, safer, eco-friendly, and efficient

Markot Trtnds

Workforce

Local

Employment

Community

ImproveMobifity

Figure 4-71 Stakeholder's Group # 2
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Group # 3 1 Automotive OEM and Environmental Activists.
Major Interests to support Innovation:

> Eco-friendly vehicles.
> Environmental Protection.
> Contributing overall needs and
EnvironEnntan

Protection
Environmen tal

Environmental

environmental insights.

Activists

Figure 4-8 I Stakeholder's Group # 3

Group # 4 1 Automotive OEM and Other Industries.
Major Interests to support Innovation:

>

Technology exchange from Aerospace
Industry (e.g., braking system)

>

Provide resources (e.g, gasoline from
Oil-Industry).

>

Explore product improvements among
E

vehicle subsystems.

>

Bargaining economic power.

W

0
uJ

vI

Other
Industries

Figure 4-9 I Stakeholder's Group # 4

Group # 5 IAutomotive OEM and Government.
Major Interests to support Innovation:

>

Funding Advance engineering
projects.

> Prosperous Economy

>

Vehicles to comply with
environmental standards.

5

Pros

graus Enomy

>

transportation and environment.

Transport Admin.

Government

Regulatory requirements in safety,

> Propensity to patent.

Figure 4-10 1Stakeholder's Group # 5

Group # 6 1 Automotive OEM and Other Industries.

Major Interests to support Product Innovation:

> Technology exchange from Aerospace
Industry (e.g., braking system)

> Provide resources (e.g., gasoline from
Oil-Industry).

> Explore product improvements among
vehicle sub-systems.

> Bargaining economic power.

E
a,

a

Other
Industries
Figure 4-11 I Stakeholder's Group # 6

1
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Group # 7 1 Automotive OEM and Competitors.
Major Interests to support Innovation:

> Strategic Alliances (e.g., FordMazda, Daimler-Chrysler)

> Commercial Success
> Defending market position.

Stratqka
Competitors

>

1

(MassPremum~akets

Commercial

Improving product quality and
functionality.

su~ces

Figure 4-12 I Stakeholder's Group # 7

Group # 81 Automotive OEM and Academia.

Major Interests to Support Innovation:

>

Science Research and methodical thinking exist between these stakeholders.

>

Cooperation among them drives product improvements.

>

Universities support the system to predict market trend and evaluate ideas.

Market/ProducI

trAnd prdmtion
' hpory Expert

Academia

Science Resear,
Testing

Concepts

Figure 4-13 I Stakeholder's Group # 8

Group # 9 I Automotive OEM and Product Development Employees.

Senior Executives in the Automotive OEM if involved throughout the complete new technology
development, understand the goal of incorporating innovation in a complete product life cycle is
to gain leadership in product, profit and market share. The OEM could enable their employees to
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explore innovation among vehicle subsystems by providing resources, giving operational
direction, assisting on functional objectives, providing technical know-how training and using a
technological road map to leverage the company to have a sustainable innovation culture along
the organization. The product development employees are great idea contributors and the first
line to evaluate ideas-concepts-products.

Design, Develop

Product
Development
Employees

Validate Sub-systems

+

-

--

Pprtorance

Job Stability

Figure 4-14 I Stakeholder's Group # 9

Group # 10 1 Automotive OEM and Customers.

Customers
(Drivers, Owners)

Customers are great idea providers and provide key input on
product

requirements definition

and input for automotive

OEM's to develop functional specifications to fulfill needs on

--

CL -

0a

transportation, fuel efficiency, driving experience, safety, and
interior comfort. Customers' contributions are essential in the
innovation journey, from ideas creation to concepts acceptance

Figure 4-15 I Stakeholder's Group # 10
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4.4 1Stakeholders in the Innovation Process
As mentioned in chapter 2, the innovation process is a complex and multifaceted process
involving knowledge, organization, technology, and market.. Based on the literature discussed
earlier in chapter 4 and from the automotive OEM system architecture analysis, I will defme
which are the main automotive OEM stakeholders involved on each phase of the innovation
process, Figure 4-16, and define their main roles and involvement required to discover,
encourage, develop and implement product innovation.

rb~
atiofls and Inlsights

IDEATE

DEFINE

Needs intoConcepts and Validate Idea

PROTOTYPE

EngineerConcept

IMPLEMENT

INMI

Figure 4-16 IStakeholders in Innovation Process
The innovation discovery and evolvement is crucial when the stakeholder's interests are aligned
among them, otherwise the lack of relation may create social, economic, and environmental
implications that are often controversial. Nelson and Winter (1982) argue that technical change
leads to human progress, but is uneven among economies and industries, and generates new
externalities that must be later dealt with in some way or another.
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Identifying every stakeholder with an interest enables me to identify who needs to be linked to
the innovation process, and to identify the role and level of involvement needed to support
innovation. Table 4-1 shows the roles that external and internal stakeholders play in the
innovation process and the involvement required to generate, encourage and sustain product
innovation.

Stakeholder
Customers

IDEATE
DEFINE
PROTOTYPE
IMPLEMENT

Competitors

>> Idea contributors.
>> Input for functional specifications.
>> Definition of critical requirements
>>Acceptance of product innovations

>> Very important involvement in all innovation
phases, from key idea contributors to acceptance
and diffusion of innovation.

IDEATE

>> Motivation for development changes and

>> Influence of overal innovation strategy.

DPFINE

innoviost

IMPLEMENT

IDEATE

Academia

Involvement

Roles

Stage

DEFINE
PROTOTYPE

g

e.>>

Compete with best-in-class to leverage learning

>> Driver for strategic alliances,

and excellence.

>> Monitoring new technology releases and
inings.
rsI

>>Important involvement in idea generation.

>> Market/Product trend prediction.
>> Evaluation of ideas as experts.

>>Supporting innovation plans.
>> Testing of innovations with other industries and

research findings.

local community.
Local Community

DEFINE
DEFINE

PROTOTYPE

>> Visionaries
>> Indicator for market trends.
S>>Contributing overall needs and environmental
insights.
>> Evaluation of ideas.

>> Involvement in all innovation process phase.
>> Influence of the sustainability of innovations,
contact with opinion leaders and reference groups.
>> Promotion of innovation.

Research and

IDEATE

>> Idea contributors.

>>Involvement in idea generation.

Development

DEFINE

>> System thinking evalutors and scientific

>> Integrate technology into subsystems

PROTOTYPE

PD Employees

Suppliers

>> Voice of the customer feedback loop.

>> Idea contributors to meet operational and
functional objectives.
>> Technical know-how, evaluation of ideas.

>> Fully engagement in discovery innovation process
phase.
>> Development and realisation of innovative ideas.

PROTOTYPE

> Task-methodical abilities and continuous

>> Collection of information and ideas from external
stakeholders. And validate concepts after several

improvement

iterations

IMPLEMENT

>> Invention disclosures and file for patents.

>> Engineer concepts

PROTOTYPE
IMPLEMENT

>> Funding innovation projects.
>> Idea acceptance and diffusion.

>> Regulate and control innovations.
>> Fund programs for innovations.

>> Idea contributors.

>> Involvement in all innovation phase. (restricted)
>> Implementing innovation.

IDEATE
DEFINE

Government

approach.
>> Idea acceptance support.

IDEATE
DEFINE
PROTOTYPE

>> Consulting groups.
>> Sharing of Know-how and best practicess.

IMPLEMENT

>> Support realsation of innovation.

Table 4-1 1Stakeholders - Support Innovation
Modifiedfrom Sustainable Innovation management in the automotive supplier industry
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The result of the stakeholder analysis shows that Product Development teams in the automotive
industry establish the knowledge with many organizational stakeholders such as Senior
Executives, Engineering managers, and R&D teams, and foster a high level of agreement among
critical teams to leverage innovation in the organization.

Senior management has traditionally determined which ideas get adopted. This is unfortunate,
since new ideas face multiple hurdles because they must go through different management
layers. In the development of innovations, the level of involvement from Product Development
employees contributes to the identification of operational and functional product objectives,
technical know-how and methodical task abilities, whereas interaction with other stakeholders
(such as customers, academia, suppliers, and the local community) and the effective functional
collaboration from them are seen as central differentiation criteria for the organization pursuing
an innovation.

The stakeholder involvement in innovation is critical, and the participation in planning and
decision-making is vital to support the innovation process. Encouraging stakeholders to play a
role in the discovery, development and validation of new ideas is one way to minimize conflict
and gain support. In addition, long-term relations could reinforce the organization business
model towards product innovation.
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Chapter 5 I Application: Managing Innovation in Ford of Mexico
"We believe the result of our efforts will be continuing profitablegrowth for all of our stakeholders."

William Clay FordJr.(2012)

This chapter examines the product development organization and the process in Ford Motor
Company (FoMoCo), I use some of the literature on product development to explain the core
design and development activities in Ford of Mexico (FoM). Then I combine systems
engineering tools by using the V model to put the innovation process in FoM product
development process to speed up product innovation, and use observations from the surveys and
interviews to provide a list of actions that could improve the culture within the organization.

5.1 1Ford Motor Company - Background
Ford Motor Company, also known just as Ford, is a global automotive industry leader based in
Dearborn, Michigan. With more than 166,000 people working in 70 plants and product
development offices worldwide the company designs, builds and sell cars, utility vehicles and
trucks of all sizes to meet the needs of a diverse global customer base, from small cars such as
the Ka and Fiesta to large trucks like the venerable F-150 and Super Duty, covering the full
spectrum of global automobile requirements. See Figure 5-1.

Figure 15-1 Ford Motor Company Operations Worldwide
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In 2012, FoMoCo completed its fourth year in a row of improved annual operating profits. The
executive chairman, William Clay Ford Jr, said that in the coming years the automobile industry
will continue to face a number of challenges, including ongoing economic uncertainty, rising
fuel and commodity costs, and the need to reduce carbon dioxide (C02) emission. In addition, as
the number of vehicles on the road continues to grow, mobility issues are expected to emerge in
many major urban areas, potentially presenting a serious challenge to economic, social and
environmental progress. To tackle these challenges the company is planning to deliver best-in
class vehicles that lead in quality, fuel efficiency, safety, smart and innovative designs and value
built on global platforms, that will help them towards the goal of increased global sales and
market share, as well as support the ongoing commitment to reducing the environmental impact
of the vehicles and operations (Ford Motor Company, 2012 Annual Report).

The company has a global strategy where programs continue to offer bold, emotive designs, high
levels of quality, fuel economy leadership, top safety ratings, innovative technologies, and
greater feature content than higher-series competitive offerings that also will allow them to
reduce brand discounts and increase revenue across their product portfolio.

In recent years, Ford Motor Company has made progress on the commitment to platform
consolidation. In 2007, Ford utilized 27 different vehicle platforms. By 2014, the company will
have 14 total platforms and 9 core platforms globally. All this has been possible through the
"hub and satellite" approach in product development. (Ford Motor Company, 2012 Annual
Report).

This organization is simple. One lead product development engineering center (hub) located in
Dearborn, Michigan known as Ford North America (FNA) has a goal to ensure global scale and
efficiency through common designs, parts, suppliers and manufacturing processes. The FNA hub
is supported by regional engineering centers (satellites), which helps to design and develop

subsystems and vehicle components maintaining global design DNA (see Figure5-2).

Engineering Center -Hub

Ford North America
Product Development
Dearborn, Michigan

Ford of China

Ford of Mexico

Ford of Brazil

Ford of United Kingdom

Ford of Germany

Nanjing China

Mexi co city. Mexico

Camacari. Brazil

Dunton, Lai ndon. UK

Merkenich, Cologne

Engineering Centers

-Satellites

Figure 5-2 IFoMoCo Product Development Strategy

The engineering centers in Ford Motor Company Product Development strategy are:

Ford of China - located in Nanjing, China. More than 500 engineers working on Research and
Development, Purchasing Cost Estimating, Manufacturing and other support functions. The
office also maintains a growth of 85% on invention disclosures for Ford Motor Company from

2011.

Ford of Mexico - located in Mexico City, Mexico. Operations include Product Design and
Development, Vehicle Engineering, Vehicle Evaluation and Verification, Purchasing, Cost
Estimating, Manufacturing, and other support functions. The staff has nearly 1,000 engineers
working on global vehicle platforms developing subsystem components and supporting local
vehicle launches.

Ford of Brazil - Camagari, Brazil is home of the Product Development engineering team that
has been working on small "B" vehicle platforms such as the Ford Eco-Sport from product
planning, design, development, testing and to launch phase. The product development center is
right at the manufacturing and assembly site and it has more than 12,000 professional engineers.
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Ford of United Kingdom (UK) - located in Dunton, UK. The research and development center

works on developing new engines, commercial vehicles and transmissions. It is home of over
3,000 engineers and extensive R&D facilities, including test tracks, indoor laboratories and crash
simulators. The team focuses on prototype engines and vehicles through severe testing regimes,
ensuring those products meet corporate stringent quality standards before reaching the market.
Ford of Germany - located in Cologne, Germany. More than 2,500 employees in this center of

excellence of product engineering work daily to develop new technologies and vehicle
innovations for global platforms. It has several laboratories to improve vehicle attributes such as
safety, noise-vibration, acoustics, dynamics, emissions, electronics and powertrain efficiencies.
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being done.

5.2 1 Ford Motor Company - Product Development Process
The Product Development Process (PDP) generally follows a structured flow of activities as

proposed by Ulrich and Eppinger (2008). Figure 5-4 shows a generic six-phase process, which
includes: Planning, Concept Development, System-Level Design, Detail Design, Testing and
Refinement and Production Ramp-up where each activity has a stage to determine if the phase is
completed and whether the project can move into the next phase.

Plnig

Concept

System-Lev~e

Detail

Testing an~d

Development

Design

Design

Refinement

Production>
Ramp-Up

Figure 5-41 Generic Product Development Process
Source: ProductDesign andDevelopment, Ulrich and Eppinger. 2008

As discussed in chapter 3, automobiles are one of the most complex products in a product
development process. As such, the first step is the vehicle Planning where areas such as
marketing, finance, manufacturing, research and development and advance engineering make
assumptions about the demand of products in the market, competition and regulations from
government. In this phase assumptions for volume, mix, vehicle content and pricing are
considered and projected in internal business plans for each program reviewed by Senior
Executives.

Once the vehicle program is approved, the Concept Development phase, also known as the
"front-end of the process" starts. In this phase a variety of disciplines - marketing, finance, sales,
manufacturing, engineering, purchasing- work together to coordinate unique needs that must be
accounted for to trigger design activities (Aguirre, 2008). The team sets up the vehicle attributes
required to meet market demands and customer needs. In parallel, the design studio works with
key suppliers to obtain feasibility on concepts that address customer requirements and corporate
strategies. Finance facilitates economic analysis.

After the vehicle concept is generated, the System-Level Design phase defines the product
architecture and decomposition of the product into systems such as Body Exterior, Body Interior,
Powertrain, Electrical, and Chassis. All this work is done at the hub where the advanced

engineering team of each system works to define major subsystems and interfaces among them;
they are also responsible to start working on design feasibility with suppliers. Also, product
management and marketing analyze the market and track competition. Finance keeps records of
all the assumptions and facilitates economic analysis per commodity.

The Detail Design phase includes the complete specification of the geometry, materials, and
tolerances of all of the unique parts in the product and the identification of all of the standard
parts. During this phase, the satellite engineering centers are key active players to ensure
complete feasible designs and to kick-off production tools to suppliers. In the following sections
of this thesis I will analyze FoM PD organization and activities done to design and develop
subsystem parts and components. At this stage, the "hub" team becomes an external stakeholder
to FoM PD organization, where technical knowledge is being shared by advance engineering
system teams, benchmarking and customer focus groups analysis and customer and market data
collected is being transferred from marketing, design methods and techniques from design studio
are shared. Finance and Purchasing solve sourcing problems and pay for design engineering
changes done at the satellite organization.

System Testing is the next sequential phase in the product development process, where
subsystem production parts are made by Tier 1 suppliers and refined using early prototypes, and
builds determine if the design meets customer needs, engineering

the pre-production

specifications and corporate requirements.

The Testing and Refinement phase involves the construction and evaluation of multiple preproduction versions of the vehicle. It integrates all subsystem parts and components into a
prototype vehicle, and reliable product testing and vehicle performance testing are evaluated.
Many engineering changes are implemented in this phase for the final saleable units.
Manufacture engineering and Plant Quality departments are involved to determine if the product
is reliable and robust for assembly and service. Vehicle Engineering and Product Management
work on vehicle performance testing on a system level, on obtaining regulatory approvals and
track supplier progress to facilitate the production ramp-up.
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The Validation and Ramp-up phase allows the engineering group to evaluate early the
production system. Some final products are placed with key customers to validate the product is
delivering customer requirements, which is essential to ensure product success in the market.
Media and Dealers are involved in the process to supply and sell the final products to customers.
In Ford Motor Company, the PDP is a complex system and involves multiple external
stakeholders and internal departments that require seamless integration to plan, define, design,
develop, validate and launch a new vehicle. Figure 5-5 shows the FoMoCo Product
Development Process where key stakeholders and main activities are shown.
Internal Stakeholders

Product Development Process

L...

-

External Stakeholders
Figure 5-5 I FoMoCo Product Development Process Overview
Modifiedfrom Ulrich andEppinger,2008 "Processflow diagramsfor three product development processes"
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5.3 I Ford of Mexico - Product Development Activities
As mentioned above, the case study will focus on the Product Development organization of a
satellite engineering center, Ford of Mexico, and their product development activities done on
product design and development. To explain them I will use the V model from systems
engineering.
Ford of Mexico product development organization represents an expansion of the FNA
engineering department, with over 800 engineers designing and developing vehicle subsystems
and components. The core activities of FoM product development includes the following as
shown in the Figure5-6.
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Figure 5-6 I V model - FoM Core Engineering Activities
Modifiedfrom INCOSE, 2012
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>

Design - Address identified customer needs and use available technology to finish the
subsystem and detailed component design that embodies the system concept into a
manufacturable design. This work is in compliance with corporate and governmental
standards.

>

Development - development of features for local market and export projects. With
support from the PD Quality office located in Mexico the team ensures the quality of the
design in early phases of the development. It establishes, maintains and audits internal
design and development processes to ensure failure modes are addressed at the
component realization process.

>

Testing -

Validate subsystem design, performance evaluations to comply

with

engineering specifications and ensure that preliminary quality problems are being

identified

>

Project Management - a support area for standard reporting on overall coordination and
execution of the design and development project by all functions. It also tracks the
progress of the testing being done to validate subsystem designs.

5.4 I Incorporate the Innovation Process into FoM
Utterback (1971) proposed a model for the process of technological innovation within the firm.
In his model, the innovation process includes three phases: idea generation, problem solving, and

implementation, possibly followed by diffusion.

In this section, I explain a new model, shown in Figure5-7, leveraging on FoM core engineering
activities to ideate, define, prototype and implement innovation within the organization.
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Figure 5-7 1Innovation and Product Development at FoM
Modified from INCOSE, 2012

Innovation within the organization begins with the Ideate phase, where the main objective for
the PD team is to discover and create ideas to address problems or needs usually named "painpoints" from the customers, being empathic to understand their problem from multiple
perspectives to imagine potential solutions that are inherently desirable and could meet explicit
or latent needs. This phase has an immediate impact on the early phases of the Product

Development process managed by FNA

-

hub engineering center

-

where the vehicle strategy,

concept, and definition stages should be involved.
Ford as well as many other automotive OEM's very often use traditional methods such as focus
groups and product clinics to understand customer needs and market wants; unfortunately these
are not totally effective to gain insights that could lead to product innovations. As Henry Ford
said "If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses".
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In the literature we can see many great innovations were discovered by using non-traditional
tactics like user-centered approaches, continuous improvement processes, design thinking,
systematic inventive thinking principles and tools, patent and invention publications from other
industries and monitoring new technology releases in competitors. The engineering organization
in FoM needs to be able to learn how to use these methods to break structural, functional and
relational fixedness, which means breaking the tendency to view relationships and dependencies
between attributes of a product or situation as static and permanent, at the subsystem level to
trigger potential changes in early phases of the PD process.

The next step in innovation is the Define phase; at this stage the PD team uses integrative
thinking where not only analytical data is being considered but also the entire salient and
sometimes contradictory aspects of the problem to move ideas into concepts which could create
novel solutions that go beyond an improvement of existing alternatives. The feedback loops
shown in the model can guide the PD team to have a strong understanding of the customers and
environment, and learning from the customer engagement at the same time the product design of
the vehicle subsystem moves along the process.

Internal and external stakeholders' engagement will provide direct input to trigger potential
solutions and to feed the prototype stage where the needs are transformed into concepts. It is
important to ensure participation of many cross-functional teams within the organization where
their input and experience will provide great observations and insights generated to inspire the
team to understand details of the "pain-points". In this phase, the research based on direct
observation will capture unexpected insights and produce innovation that more precisely reflects
what customers really want.

The next phase is Prototyping, where the PD team starts exploring potential solutions through
brainstorming and rapid prototyping after using insights gained from the observations. Creating

an expectation of rapid experimentation and prototyping, and trying early and often will help the
team to verify functional assumptions. Rapid Prototyping as commonly said is where a number
of ideas evolves over time and at each iteration product validations are being made, since
prototypes drive specs and specs drive prototypes.
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It is important to mention, that there are many methods for envisioning future possibilities for
modeling and prototyping that do not require a large investment or complex equipment to
evaluate the concept-ideas and understand opportunities. Experimenting and prototyping with
early designs can expedite the development time to complete the geometry, materials and
tolerances of all unique parts, and to verify that the subsystem design will meet the product
requirements. Also, preliminary quality/design problems usually identified during the Testing
phase could be captured by the PD team at the Prototype stage.

Finally, the Implementation phase of the innovation process has direct impact on three product
development phases, two which are within FoM responsibilities where the engineers have to
finish the development of components

and validate designs by performing preliminary

evaluations on a subsystem design. In Product Development the testing is done in two phases.
The first step is to verify the design, usually done at subsystem level; the second step is when it
goes to product validation at the system level. Many stakeholders become involved in the project
when this phase is reached.

This new process is not a predictable process; rather it is a highly versatile and adaptable system.
Possible pitfalls along the way to innovation could occur such as: solving the wrong problem,
weak design concepts, lack of stakeholder understanding and involvement, poor interdisciplinary
collaboration and communication, and not enough iterative development with key stakeholders.
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5.5 I Product Innovation Activities for FoM.
Frameworks are tools that help make sense of the data; the proposed innovation framework for
Ford of Mexico as shown in Figure 5-8 will allow the PD team to improve the way the
organization innovates. The general purpose of this tool is turning the broad research into design
opportunities for vehicle subsystems and components, obtaining customer insights, and
extracting themes by forcing comparisons between insights to generate ideas that could drive
innovation.

In this framework the involvement of critical stakeholders is also shown, as well as the
recommended methods or tools to ideate, evolve and generate product concepts.
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Activity 1: IDEATE. It is all about research.
This stage requires a lot of planning, focus, curiosity, and patience. The team is hunting for
explicit and implicit information. There are several methods for observing human behaviors,
experiences, and trends. The strong relationship and interaction with users, customers, local
community, academia, suppliers, and R&D influences the discovery of ideas.
The research can be done using ethnographic approaches like interviews, contextual inquiries,
and detail observations; or it can be participatory research using focus groups, customer
satisfaction reports, warranty claims and product reviews; finally evaluative research can help in
the ideate stage, such as product clinics, heuristic vehicle reviews, and common system usability,
as described in Figure 5-9. The product development engineers at FoM need to work within
interdisciplinary groups such as the Benchmarking & Teardown Center, Vehicle Engineering
Applications, Six-Sigma Quality, Manufacture Assembly Plants, and Vehicle Dealers to trigger
different themes and dozens of ideas.

EVOLVE

IDEATE

ideas

-

User-Centered
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Open Source
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-

*

GENERATE

Focus Groups
Design Thinking
Technology Trends I
Creativity Matrix

Time

Figure 5-9 IIDEATE Tools
Modifiedfrom IDEO Design Thinking, 2008
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Activity 2: EVOLVE. It is all about understanding and problem framing.
In this stage the insights that came from observation and experience are the key to understanding
people and systems. The most common methods for analyzing challenges and opportunities are
linked to the stakeholder mapping, SIT tools, customer insights, and technical experience of the
product, system, and subsystem, as shown in Figure 5-10.
To analyze the data patterns and priorities it is necessary to clearly visualize the problem. There
are common downsides along the way to innovation related to trying to solve the wrong problem
or to the lack of stakeholder understanding and involvement. FoM product development
engineers leverage the findings from the previous stage with marketing, program management,
vehicle engineering applications, vehicle dealers, customers, suppliers, and local community to
converging into opportunity areas.
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Figure 5-10 1EVOLVE Tools
Modifiedfrom IDEO Design Thinking, 2008
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Activity 3: GENERATE. It is all about making.
The team extracts themes to envision future possibilities. A great technique for concept ideation
is the nominal group technique which is brainstorming with structure - first ideate alone, then
review ideas together and finally refine ideas together. In this phase, tools such as sketching, and
using systematic inventive thinking are appropriate for generating fresh concept ideas. Modeling
and prototyping play a fundamental role in this phase, using 3D models, 3D printers, schematic
diagrams or rough and rapid prototyping. These are some of the best tools to build a model or
create a simulation quickly, roughly, and cheaply of a new idea that approximates its appearance
and function, as shown in Figure 5-11.
FoM product development engineers should work closely with vehicle Evaluation and
Verification, Experimental Vehicle Garage, Computer-Aided Design (CAD), and ComputerAided Engineering (CAE) to create early concepts; these prototypes should be tested with key
internal and external stakeholders to receive feedback, remembering that multiple iterations are
required to visualize idea-concept strengths and weaknesses. Finally, a design rationale occurs.
The best approach to sell the product concept is by using a concept poster, shown in Appendix
A.
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Figure 5-11 I GENERATE Tools
Modifiedfrom IDEO Design Thinking, 2008
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5.6 I Innovation Culture at Ford of Mexico
I used the building-block framework described in chapter 2 to understand how innovative the
Ford of Mexico organization is; 88 employees at Ford of Mexico from the Product Development
organization answered the survey of 54 elements and 18 factors to assess the innovation culture.
The following analysis will help me to generate a list of actions for Ford of Mexico organization
to strengthen the innovation culture and potentially gain competitive advantage over other
satellite engineering centers within Ford Motor Company Product Development System. As
recommended by the authors of this framework, Jay Rao and Joseph Weintraub, I examined the
abstract building blocks toward more concrete elements where the innovative culture becomes
more measurable and manageable.
First let's analyze the six building blocks for innovation as shown in Figure5-12. After applying
this tool to FoM, the results show that the organization has relatively strong entrepreneurial,
creativity and learning factors which reflect solid organizational Values. However, the
employees rank poorly on Processes; perhaps partly because one of those factors - ideate, shape,
capture- is not present or is not effectively explained to the employees.

ResourceValues
Processes

Behaviors

Success

Climate

Figure 5-12 IFoM Six-Building Blocks for Innovation
Frameworkmodifiedfrom Jay Rao, How Innovative is your Company's culture? (2013)
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William Clay Ford, Jr., Executive Chairman of Ford Motor Company, expressed in an interview
done by Ernst & Young in October 2010, that the employees at Ford Motor Company have a
very strong entrepreneurial culture (Values) but ironically, one impediment was its own system
(Processes).For instance, any time an innovation was proposed, the vehicle program manager in
FNA had to bear the cost of that innovation, which made it challenging for the team to achieve
financial results.

Next, let's analyze the factors of each building blocks of the innovation culture model to have a
better picture of the strengths and weaknesses in the organization. The employees from different
levels of the corporate hierarchy and different departments of Product Development at FoM
ranked these factors as outlined in Figure5-13.
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Figure 5-13 I FoM Ranking Innovation Factors
Frameworkmodifiedfrom Jay Rao, How Innovative is your Company's culture? (2013)

Strengths:
Climate - Safety has been ranked as No. 1 among 18 factors, which is an important
factor in an innovative climate. A fearless workplace frees people to take the risks
innovation requires. In FoM, the mistakes made in the pursuit of novel solutions are
accepted as part of the product development process.

0

Resources - People has been ranked as No.2, because it is felt that the organization has
the internal talent to succeed in innovation projects and committed leaders are willing to
be champions of innovation.
Behavior - Energize was ranked as No.3 out of 18 factors. In FoM, the leaders energize
employees with a vivid description of the future and provide full support on actions to
pursue innovation.
Now, let's analyze the bottom three of the ranking, where it is clear that many employees felt
that did not have adequate leverage on Resources - Projects, Processes - Capture, and Success
- Individual.

Weaknesses:
Resources comprise three main factors: People (ranked as No.2), Systems (ranked as
No.13) and Projects (ranked as No.18). For People, we know it is necessary to have
internal talent and committed leaders to be innovation champions. Regarding Projects,
people either do not have dedicated time or dedicated physical and/or virtual space to
pursue new opportunities that could lead them to innovate.
In terms of Process - Capture, many employees do not feel that resources to scale
initiatives that show market promise are allocated on time, or that the processes are not
tailored to be flexible and these are control-and-bureaucracy-based. FoM is a large
organization that has systematic processes established within PD, where these are
repeatable, reliable, controllable and verifiable. Business models that have been proven
for more than 100 years could be inflexible, bureaucratic, and have a command-andcontrol reputation.
The employees ranked the company poorly on the Individual component of Success,
ranking it No.16 out of 18 factors. This could be due to individual dissatisfaction with
participating in innovation initiatives, individual growth in building technical
competencies or individual rewards for participating in potentially risky opportunities,
irrespective of the outcome.
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Each of the six building blocks in the model is composed of three factors (18 in all), and each of
those factors incorporates three underlying elements (54 in all). To have more concrete actions
for FoM organization that become more measurable and manageable, I need to go down into the
level of underlying elements as shown in Figure5-14.
Around these 54 elements I'm able to build a complete assessment of the innovation culture in
FoM organization and provide a list of actions that could give FoM senior management easy-tounderstand factors and elements that support innovation.
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5.7 I Innovation Context in Ford of Mexico Product Development
Executives who are genuine and serious about innovation are always asking questions such as:

"How do you innovate?", "How do you invest in R&D?", "What processes do you set up in the
organization for innovation?").These are great questions, but based in the literature and many
other researches done in innovation these are unfortunately not sufficient to achieve innovation.
(Rao and Chuan, 2013).
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After going deeper into the 54 elements to understand how innovative FoM organization is, I
find out that FoM have some elements solidly in place to innovate as outlined in Figure5-15.

>

FoM has the right internal talent to succeed in the innovation initiatives. For example,
employees are eager to be innovative and creative, and the organization has the right
internal champions (ranked as No. 19) which is the critical need to stand up to have a
powerful impact on the organization's values, resources, processes, and success.

>

FoM has a strong climate and proper behaviors to encourage innovation, in particular
people with different technical background and experience are excited to come to work.
The organization is energetic, and that cultivates passion, stimulates and challenges
people to take chances, which fosters learning and reflection.

>

FoM has a curiosity for learning which has a positive impact on organizational values.
The organization encourages new ways of thinking and solutions from diverse
perspectives.
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Figure 5-15 I FoM Organization Strong Elements
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Now, let's analyze those fragile elements that Ford of Mexico organization has to improve to
strengthen the innovation culture. (Figure 5-16).
Resources:
Time - to learn, experiment and pursue new things. This element is usually the scarcest
resource within any organization. FoM has in-house responsibility for global design and
development activities reporting back to the hub engineering center; usually the engineers
have little time to invest in innovation.
Space -the place to work and play with the ideas and opportunities. Mainly the activities
done in FoM for design and development of subsystems are done at highly-capable work
stations at the corporate building.
Executives who have the desire to understand the importance of innovation within the
organization need to provide time, space and money for innovation activities. All this, needs to
be separated from the day-to-day work and continuous improvement activities.
Processes:
Generate - creating a funnel to routinely capture ideas, routinely sift ideas from
opportunities; and prioritize. FoM organization needs to learn how the innovation process
works; unfortunately, many ideas get killed by senior management mainly due to
uncertainty and ambiguity.
Flexibility - the processes in product development need to be tailored to be flexible and
context-based rather than control-and bureaucracy-based. The process in FoM to adapt
innovation has to change to a highly versatile and adaptable system; the dependence on
FNA engineering is a major challenge. It may not be possible to change unless FoM has
full responsibility of a complete system or a vehicle platform in which all the product
decisions will be taken within the organization.
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Success:
Reward - the employees at FoM ranked this element as No 52 out of 54 elements. They
think the company does not reward individuals for participating in potentially risky
opportunities. Historically, organizations only recognized their employees at the time of
their accomplishment.
An innovative company like 3M established peer recognition instead of monetary
rewards for innovators, which encourages innovation. The stories about great inventions
in this company became legends at 3M. There should be a formal global events within
Ford Motor Company to share ideas and create relationships that could build strong
bridges to work on more complex projects, and disciplines.
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Chapter 6 I Conclusions and Recommendations
"A man may die, nations may rise andfall, but an idea lives on ".
John F. Kennedy.

6.11 Summary of Key Findings
Product development (PD) has long been recognized as one of the core corporate functions and
researchers have increasingly recognized product development as a critical factor in ensuring the
continued existence of firms. In the automotive industry the development of new products
acquires even greater importance due to an increasing number of global challenges that the world
faces that include climate change, depletion of natural resources, population growth, and social
and economic change.
Innovation has been playing a key role in many organizations tackling changes happening on a
very quick pace, as the rate of technological changes has accelerated in the past years. This
turbulent environment requires new methods and techniques for observing human experience, for
analyzing challenges and opportunities, and for envisioning future possibilities to bring
successful new products to the customer and to the market
The intrinsic technical complexity of designing and developing an automobile also requires the
collaboration of current and new product team members both within and outside the
organization. The stakeholders involvement is crucial to encourage, develop and diffuse
innovation, and there are many innovations that are likely to offer substantial benefits but may
introduce potential new environmental, technological, economic, sociological, and political side
effects that could delay the implementation or execution of the new technology.
In most of the areas of Product development organizations, the day-to-day functioning and
productivity are the principal objective rather than creativity and innovation, and no matter how
structured they are, the organizations must learn to manage both set of concerns simultaneously,
which must function efficiently today while innovating effectively for tomorrow.
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Many business models in established companies are just constantly iterating on known
"successful" products, but developing new ideas around the early stages of the product
development process could open up the possibilities to look for new business opportunities. It is
not easy to manage new ideas for product innovation. However, understanding the organizational
culture and strengthening the innovation culture will facilitate companies to have success by
allowing ideas to foster, creativity to flourish, and intolerance to fail.

Leading innovation in organizations is all about culture and habits while managing innovation is
related to systematic processes and resources to create ideas, look for possibilities, transform
them into concepts, and review and iterate alternatives, to implement new products.

6.2 I Actions for FoM to Speed the Pace of Product Innovation
Historically, fostering a creative environment and leveraging valuable ideas that result in viable
new products and process have proven to be quite a challenge. Here is the list of actions that I
recommend to FoM organization that could help to gain competitive advantage among Ford's
satellite engineering center and to strengthen the innovation culture.

6.2.1 IResources -

>

Create a design-innovation team who knows, teaches and implements innovative theories
and practices to the organization.

>

Provide training to learn about innovation methods and techniques to every employee in
Product Development.

>

Select key elements in the organization to receive specialized training on innovation from
Universities well-known for their capabilities such as MIT and Stanford to become
Innovation-Mentors. (Whirlpool-Innovation Product Strategy, 1999).

>

Move people from the organization to the hub to do the work on the next step of the

product development ladder, which is advance engineering.

>

Creating a successful community of innovators requires a good understanding of the
language of innovation and its concepts and tools (Rao, 2013)
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>
>

Senior Management needs to act as "champions".
Dedicated resources (time, space, and people) for innovation projects need to be
sufficient and available for all hierarchy levels.

>

Retain talent in the organization, especially the people who have experience in routinely
converting ideas to opportunities and bringing those to the market.

>

Talented people also act as coaches for new hires; and are natural idea generators.

6.2.2 I Processes -

>

Implement divergent approaches and structured tools for generating ideas at early stages
of the subsystem design.

>

Promote within cross-functional teams to brainstorm with structure, (1) ideate alone, (2)
review ideas together, and (3) discuss ideas together to solve design problems.

>

Apply systematic inventive thinking on the subsystem and component development.

>

Integrate rough prototype techniques for early design-function validation on brand new
designs or continuous improvements.

>

Allow flexibility at early stages of the design and development to "think out of the box".

> If any idea has the opportunity to prosper, encourage rapid experimentation.

>

Encourage engineers to break functional fixedness during subsystem design definition.

6.2.3 1Success -

>
>
>

Tolerate mistakes as a product, system and subsystem learning experience.
Allow failure during experimentation.
A high level of success in the organization reinforces the climate, values, processes and
behaviors.

>

External recognition shows how well the organization is working.

>

Recognize individual efforts, being perceived as an expert by peers and management
matters.

>

Individual recognition is important; remember that great innovations become legends.
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6.2.4 1 Values -

>

Link innovation to the core cultural values of the organization.

>

The organization is eager to learn, so promote creativity and entrepreneurship within the
cross-functional teams and departments.

6.2.5 I Behaviors -

>
>

Everyone's voice counts, from senior executives to newly hired engineers.
Senior management and leaders in the organization need to keep modeling the right
innovation behaviors (adaptive, collaborative, resilient, taking courageous decisions
under uncertainty and dealing with ambiguity)

6.2.6 I Climate This could be the strongest building block of innovation culture within FoM according to the
survey data.

>

Avoid fearful workplaces, so people can take the risks innovation requires.

>

If a project fails, a deep analysis needs to be conducted; not to punish but to learn and
improve. .

Implementation of some of these organizational insights is not easy and requires the participation
of everyone at Ford of Mexico. The strategy to success is to focus on those things that the
organization has strong elements already in place, then leverage their successes into a broader
transformation over time. Senior management needs to understand that a full-bodied innovation
culture comes after a long journey of desire and discipline.

6.31 The Missing Link in Product Development
From my personal experience working at Ford of Mexico I perceive that many good ideas are
generated within the PD organization, but so much more get killed for "unknown" reasons. After
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reviewing the literature and taking different courses at MIT and HBS I do consider that there is a
missing link to make ideas move along the design and development process which is how to sell
innovative ideas to senior management. To be more effective, the engineers have to put
themselves into management's shoes and be aware that:

-

The solution is not as blindingly obvious to them as it is to you.

-

There is a financial risk of trying to develop the idea.

-

It is difficult to convince leaders that the status quo is riskier than adopting the
innovation.

-

It helps to have a concept development poster, because the innovation is only as good as
your weakest component.

-

Help them by making a seamless transition into the final product.

-

You should look for allies that have the capacity to work creatively and being supportive.

6.4 I Barriers That Could Delay Innovation
Barrier # 1 - Unbalanced Product Development Portfolio.
Research and Development (R&D) for the automotive industry is becoming more complex due
to the highly advanced level of technology and higher demands of customers and global markets.
Many organizations have a foreseeable portfolio of R&D which does not balance between
sustaining and disruptive changes in their portfolio of projects and products. Currently the
automobile

companies'

major interest

in innovation

is on alternative

fuels,

improved

powertrains, efficient electrification, sustainable materials and safety. Many companies suffer
also from having too many projects in their product development pipeline, and a lack of a
systematic portfolio

management methodology that helps them to select and prioritize

development projects.

Barrier #2 - Stakeholder's Interest to Support Innovative Projects.

In 2006, a documentary film Who Killed the Electric Car? (2006) explored the creation, limited
commercialization and subsequent destruction of the General Motors EV1 vehicle. The film
clearly showed the roles and interests of main stakeholders such as automotive OEM's, oil
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industry, U.S. government, electric batteries supplier, local community and consumers had a
dynamic significance in the development and adoption of the technology.
The idea that enterprises have stakeholders is not new and has become a commonplace in both
academic and systems thinking for many years. Stakeholder analysis has been applied to many
diverse areas of study and applications such as economics, engineering, corporate, governance,
corporate social responsibility, environmental issues, and organizational studies. External
stakeholders can be a source and driver of product and process innovation, but also tend to be
divided between interests in policy developments, program delivery, business success, return of
the investment, opposition from critical interests, resistance to change, and knowledge of the
current system which further impedes the innovation process despite the innovation benefits.

Barrier # 3 - High Level of Uncertainty and Ambiguity.
Managing innovation has long been recognized by senior management and executives as difficult
and expensive activity due to the high level of market, technological and environmental
uncertainty. Uncertainty is particularly high for innovation because it may involve new science,
technology, markets industrial structures, and regulatory frameworks (Ansoff 1957, Utterback,
1994). Usually opportunities that are more complicated have uncertainties, here is about "knowunknowns". In the automotive industry, creating a completely new vehicle platform from scratch
to reach a very different customer base with your existing business platforms. On the other hand,
ambiguity lies at the heart of complex opportunities, here is about "unknown-unknowns". There
is no clarity as to what variables exist in the business model because of the lack of experience on
such opportunities.

Barrier # 4 - Non-Effective Product Development Gating Processes.
Many product development processes in organizations are used as a road map for moving a new
product or project from idea to launch. However, sometimes management does not know how to
kill a project. Often these projects are just wounded and the process ends up with a tunnel where
everything that enters comes out to the end, whether they are good or bad projects. A study done

by Stage-Gate (2009) shows that gates are rated one of the weakest areas in product
development, with only 33% of firms having tough rigorous gates where projects in trouble are
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detected, and sent back for rework, slowing down but never stopping until these reach their
ultimate destination, the market place.
Barrier #5 - Identifying Potential Sources of Ideas.
Managers in Product Development organizations always ask their R&D departments to come up
with breakthrough products. Most of this organizations use traditional methods for market
research where they set-up focus groups, customer interviews and massive surveys. But
recognizing the effective ideation approach is vital part of the innovation process.
Traditional market research relies on direct questions, where customers are asked what type of
features they would like in future products or what type of improvements they would like to see
from existing product features. However, such questions are inadequate for an innovation
product because most customers struggle to articulate their needs, and companies are trapped by
these market researches that request incremental innovations only. Using different methods such
as ethnography, anthropology and participant observation could lead companies to success on
disruptive products and technology; discovering the hidden needs from customers and markets is
the critical path.
Barrier # 6 - Systematic Processes.
Systematic processes established within Product Development on the Automotive OEM's, where
these are repeatable, reliable, controllable and verifiable. Business models that have been proven
for more than 100 years need to adapt to a more iterative, spiral and more experimental
approach.
Barrier # 7 - Communication
The configuration of physical space in the organization may hinder interaction and delays in
communication between areas. There should be a very intimate connection between the physical
space and communication, physical space and awareness, and physical space and the innovation
process in the organization (Allen, 2001).
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Communication in organizations with functional organizational structures can be rigid because
of the standardized ways of operation and the high degree of formalization, and the decisionmaking process could be slow and inflexible. Restricted views of organizational goals, along
with too much focus, can affect employees' motivation to innovate. Effective communication
within and across the boundaries of organizations is only possible when the knowledge to be
communicated consists of language and symbols shared by different organizations. The higher
level of common knowledge, the more effective the communication.

However, if all the actors in the organization possess the same specialized language, they
absolutely can communicate with one another very effectively. On the other hand, they may also
lose the ability to tap into the diverse external knowledge sources to sustain the development of
knowledge diversity which is crucial to problem solving and knowledge creation. The
coexistence of diverse knowledge in individual's mind can elicit learning and problem-solving
that yields innovation (Simon, 1985). Utterback (1971) also noted that diversity in work setting
"increases the probability of idea generation."

6.51 Recommendations for Future Research
The role of Ford of Mexico management team to implement this new PD process framework to
enhance the innovation process within product development is discussed by explaining the
opportunities that systemic innovation thinking and a multiple source approach could give to
encourage and develop innovative ideas. However, there are some topics that were not covered
in the present work or were not studied in depth, but well deserve further study given their
implications for FoM to improve technical capabilities and encourage the organization to work
on advance engineering projects. Possible topics for further study include:

>
>
>

Managing an Innovation Portfolio for Ford Motor Company
Disruptive Innovation residing inside the organization.
Increasing R&D activities in a satellite engineering center.

> Becoming a hub of innovation for the corporation.
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